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Automotive Innovations
During General Motors Composites Technology Days in August, ACMA members showcased breakthrough products to GM...
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Butterfly eVTOL Prototype is Utilizing Toray’s Carbon Fiber and Resin System

As traffic in densely populated urban areas continues to cause problems, including environmental and noise issues, interest and investment in...
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Volkswagen Evaluates Sustainable Composites

Sustainability has become a core part of Volkswagen AG’s corporate strategy, and it’s shaking up the company’s supply chain, processes and...
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EVTOLs Closer to Lift Off
Visitors to the 2024 Summer Olympics in Paris may have a new option for traveling from Charles de Gaulle Airport to the...
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Addressing Seven Key Needs in Aerospace

Reports by numerous market research firms indicate the global aerospace composites market will increase at a 9% compound annual growth rate (CAGR) in...
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NASA Testing Carbon Fiber Rotor Blades for Mars Helicopters

NASA’s testing of future aircraft designs is both earthly and out of this world. Here on Earth, the agency is testing carbon fiber rotor blades for...
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Pushing the Envelope with GFRP
When Northstar Technologies Group built a prototype house in Naples, Fla., using its GFRP building system for the...
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3D-Printed Pavilion Draws Attention

The distinctive arches of Trillium Pavilion at University of Tennessee’s Research Park at Cherokee Farm are a testament to the allure of 3D-printed...
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An Eye-Catching Penthouse Roof

Modeled on the angular wings of an F-117 Nighthawk fighter jet, a roof made from composite sandwich panels soars atop a lounge and deck above the...
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World’s First 3D Printed Zero Net Energy Homes Built with Composite Materials

Palari Group builds sustainable 3D-printed communities and homes. Mighty Buildings is a construction technology company creating affordable and...
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Working on the Water
When people think of the marine industry, they typically envision pleasure yachts. While  recreational boats dominate...
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Kaebon Carbon Fiber Electric Boat Offers Power and Sustainability

Kaebon was founded in 2021 with the purpose of building the world’s lightest motorboats with a focus on cleaner and more sustainable...
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GFRP Takes Center Stage in Floating Docks

Bellingham Marine, headquartered in Newport Beach, Calif., recently installed its first fully GFRP-reinforced Unifloat® concrete dock system in a...
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Composite Components Being Used to Develop Wave Energy Converters for Barges

Aquaculture, also known as aquafarming, is the breeding, rearing, and harvesting of fish, shellfish, algae, and other organisms in water...
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Your source for composite reinforcements and technical support
Vectorply combines highly engineered composite reinforcements with industry-leading engineering and technical support to give customers a clear path to achieve their production goals.
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Meet the LSAM Additive Printer
A lower-cost “print only” line of machines built around proven LSAM technology
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Propeller for Electric Aircraft Offers High Efficiency and Low Noise
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3D Printed Honeycombs Could Provide Improved Protection in Football Helmets and More
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REIN4CED and DIEFFENBACHER Developed Large-scale Series Production of Thermoplastic Carbon Bicycle Frames
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KraussMaffei Created a Biologically Reinforced Bioplastic Incorporating Lignin
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Piasecki Developing VTOL Unmanned Aerial Aircraft for U.S. Air Force AFWERX Program
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    ABOUT Composites Manufacturing
 Composites Manufacturing is the official publication of the American Composites Manufacturers 
 Association. Published bimonthly, it offers practical assessments of the current state of the 
 composites industry as well as thoughtful explorations of the opportunities and challenges 
 ahead. It includes timely coverage of core market segments, materials, processes and 
 technical education plus topics such as sustainability, plant safety, operational efficiency and research advances. Subscribe to Composites Manufacturing Magazine.



ABOUT ACMA
 The American Composites Manufacturers Association (ACMA) is the world's largest trade group representing over 3,000 companies in the composites industry in North America alone. ACMA is recognized as the premier provider of composites industry educational resources through its CAMX show, conferences, and Certified Composites Technician (CCT®) program. It serves its members and the industry by providing strong, proactive leadership in growing the composites market and technical, legislative and regulatory affairs.
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 American Composites Manufacturers Association
 2000 N. 15th Street, Ste. 250, Arlington, VA 22201
 Ph | 703.525.0511 Fx | 703.525.0743 | www.acmanet.org
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